Hershey – University Park shuttle service

**Student Pass System**

- Shuttle service is provided to enable students, faculty, and staff in residence at one campus to participate in official University research, administrative or teaching and learning activities at another campus. The shuttle is not to be used for personal transportation or for medical appointments.

- Every rider must show a valid Penn State ID in order to ride the shuttle. Holders of faculty and staff ID cards require no other validation to ride the shuttle.

- **Student ID card holders must also have a valid shuttle pass, in addition a Penn State ID.**

**Shuttle passes are available from**

- **At University Park,**
  Erin King
  Administrative Support Coordinator, Huck Institutes of the Life Sciences
  201 Life Sciences Bldg
  814-865-2625
  euk2@psu.edu
  Pick up between 8:00 am – 4:30 pm

- **At Hershey,**
  Joe Rizzo
  Assistant Manager, Environmental Health and Shuttle Services
  Mail Code H153
  717-531-5531
  Jrizzo1@hmc.psu.edu
  Pick up between 8:00 am – 4:30 pm

To obtain a student pass, the student’s academic advisor or laboratory mentor should send an email to the campus contact listed above, identifying the student’s research, classroom or administrative activity that requires travel between campuses. The pass can then be picked up in person at the location and during the times listed. Passes are non-transferrable. Please keep the pass to reuse until further notice. Each pass is meant for multiple trips. You will not need to obtain a separate pass for each trip.

- Seat availability is on a first-come, first-served basis. Riders who travel one way in the morning will have first priority for return trips.

Questions pertaining to the new student shuttle pass can be sent to the appropriate contact, depending on your location, listed above.

Please send all other general shuttle questions to upshuttle@psu.edu.